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Department

Physical Education, Health and Recreation

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

PHED 1140

Description Tool 1

Class presentations of material were done with PowerPoint

Rational Tool 1

More informative, interesting and interactive

Improve Tool 1

Refine info with additional materials

Description Tool 2

Interacting with the materials by completing labrotory info in the text book

Rational Tool 2

The lab sheets take the student in his/her situtation and forces them to look at "their" own situation and and how they will react to their current situation to 
enhance their future.

Improve Tool 2

Continue the process, however discretely invoke more individual situatiuons into class discussions.
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

2010

Description Tool 1

Expansion of the use of clickers, personal response devices, to further student engagement in the classroom.

Rational Tool 1

Use of technology, visual responses in the form of bar graphs, interruption of traditional lecture help keep students engaged.

Improve Tool 1

Continue to refine the questions to match content and help students with performance on tests.

Description Tool 2

Use of small groups to help active learners.

Rational Tool 2

History lends itself to reflective learning so tools need to be used to hold the attention of active learners.

Improve Tool 2

Use small groups more and in a quicker format. Just two or three students with just a few minutes to contemplate answers.
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Department

Early Childhood Education

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

ECED 2015

Description Tool 1

Scripted role play

Rational Tool 1

Students are reluctant to engage in role play or don't provide the model that would teach best practice. By giving students scripts to go by they paricipate in a role 
play that supports the practices taught in class -- in this case how a teacher interacts with young children during play.

Improve Tool 1

This worked well - students had time to look at the scripts ahead and choose their props.

Description Tool 2

Mouse Mischief (I use this in ECED 2015, ECED 2060 and SPED 2010)

Rational Tool 2

This is a free downloadable software program that works with power point to allow adding quiz features where students use wireless mice to input their answers. It 
is kind of like the elementary version of a clicker. My division purchased enough mice for me to use with teams in the classroom. I like to use this also because it is a 
program my students can access as teachers.

Improve Tool 2

I just need to add it to more of my existing power points.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

1310

Description Tool 1

Group discussion of selected topics.

Rational Tool 1

To involve those students who participate minimally in class lecture by asking question or making comments. This would bring out leadership skills in those higher 
achievers.

Improve Tool 1

Next time I will allow more participation points for those groups to encourage those who do not participate well in the groups.

Description Tool 2

Assignment of brief makeup topics on a current event which relevant to the topic at that time.

Rational Tool 2

To incorporate an opportunity for those students who may suffer from test anxiety an alternate means to earn their desired grade and understand the relevance of 
the material.

Improve Tool 2

Assign specific deadlines for such topics.
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Department

Sociology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

2020

Description Tool 1

Incorporate debates between teams of two students over chapter issues.

Rational Tool 1

To involve more students in class participation.

Improve Tool 1

Build in more "class participation" points for such debates.

Description Tool 2

Assign "short topic" presentations to each student.

Rational Tool 2

To involve more student in class participation.

Improve Tool 2

Allow more time for such interactive presentations in place of extended lectures.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

1310-115

Description Tool 1

Group activities

Rational Tool 1

Hands on approach and learning from each other

Improve Tool 1

Select the size of the group and decide which works best for that particular class of learners

Description Tool 2

Video// tape

Rational Tool 2

some learners need to see things as well as hear them for the subject to make a lasting impact.

Improve Tool 2

Find better material other than the old VHS tape that came with the book
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

1110, 2010, 2020

Description Tool 1

Music! Divided class into five groups and put a list of American Revolution-related topics on the screen. Had each group select one topic. Each group was to write a 
verse on their topic to the music of Hotel California. On the last day of the unit I perfo

Rational Tool 1

This was an opportunity to engage different types of learners by tapping into their creativity. Reflective learners should be engaged by the task of fitting a 
description/explanation into a lyrical framework (so they're reflecting upon the subject) while active learners will also be engaged by seeking out material, 
cooperating with a group to craft the verse, and then performing their verse.

Improve Tool 1

I would probably provide a more detailed organizational framework so the process was more clear.

Description Tool 2

Will ask students periodically at the end of class to compose two questions that they would suspect might be on the upcoming exam.

Rational Tool 2

This will provide multiple benefits. Will provide active learners an opportunity to evaluate material that is covered and to consider importance. Will also provide 
instructor with feedback on whether points that need to be emphasized are being sufficiently emphasized.

Improve Tool 2

May revise the approach to ask for two questions and an explanation of why the student suspects these questions will likely be asked.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

800

Description Tool 1

Scheduled faculty from Student Success Center to individually help each student identify their Advisor and go over two year program of study

Rational Tool 1

Students seem lost about their Major, how to select one, who to talk to about it, and how to go about registering for class.

Improve Tool 1

Plan to do this every semester

Description Tool 2

Scheduled a hands on day in the Writing Lab for Resume' writing and use Career Facts on File to help identify vocational interests that coincide with college plans

Rational Tool 2

Most students do not seem to even know where to begin writing a resume or how to go about finding out what is involved in day to day activities in their expressed 
vocational area of employment.

Improve Tool 2

Definitely need to schedule two days, minimum, just to get most familiar with basic Word format.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

1310

Description Tool 1

Lecture

Rational Tool 1

Hearing is most effective manner in communication

Improve Tool 1

Better use of details

Description Tool 2

video

Rational Tool 2

seeing along with hearing.

Improve Tool 2

better tech equipment for viewing materials.
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

HIST 2010

Description Tool 1

As I lecture, I am drawing more things on the board instead of just providing words.

Rational Tool 1

All three of these classes have learners who are predominantly more visually oriented than verbally oriented.

Improve Tool 1

Based on anecdotal evidence, this was helpful to my students, so I believe that I need to be more conscious of the need to employ drawing in my lectures. I need to 
do it more frequently.

Description Tool 2

In my 11A and 11B courses, I give the students a handout and have them act is if they are members of the US senate circa the 1800s. One student leads the senate 
session, and the other students pair up by state and discuss/vote on legislation.

Rational Tool 2

My students are predominantly active learners, and this activity gives them the opportunity to move around the room a little, argue for their causes, make deals, etc.

Improve Tool 2

This has worked pretty well for me. I don't plan on changing anything except perhaps the issues that they debate.
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

2010

Description Tool 1

Sensing Learners -- like facts, they are patient with details and good at memorizing facts that are more practical, they have a tendency to connect facts to the real 
world.

Rational Tool 1

Sensing learners- have little use for where historians disagree. Use handouts (now on elmo and smartboard, as I have never had access until this semester)with only 
facts. Compare real ife situations as compared to previous factds in American History. Try to use some little known facts in American history that will keep interest 
aroused. Use first 5 minutes of each class session for current history as it is not in textbooks.

Improve Tool 1

As each class is different, evaluate each individual class as to the kind of learer the majority of the class represents. Then add new areas of instruction as to the facts 
that are gathers for the type of learner.

Description Tool 2

Visual learners -- like pictures, flow charts, time lines, films, written and sspsoken explanations.

Rational Tool 2

Use time lines demonstrating as to how we arrived at this point in time as compared to earlier explanations. Use visual explanations as I now have access to all of 
the latest equipment (elmo, smartboard, as to never having this before). Even makes teaching more exciting to me.

Improve Tool 2

Add more charts and pictures, things from research, magazines, films, or anything to help students see the relationship of history as compared to todays times. Next 
time re-evaluate the class for ways to keep their attention.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

800

Description Tool 1

Learning Strategies students worked in teams in order to prepare them for their unit exams.

Rational Tool 1

The students in this class were predominantly visual and kinesthetic learners. I used a Jeopardy PowerPoint game to appeal to my students. They worked together 
on teams to review the unit content in a competitive, exciting manner.

Improve Tool 1

I think that my students gained a lot of important review material while having fun, so I will develop more interactive ways for them to review class material.

Description Tool 2

Learning Strategies students participated in a scavenger hunt.

Rational Tool 2

The students in this class were predominantly visual and kinesthetic learners. A scavenger hunt was a fun, active way for them to gain content knowledge from their 
text.

Improve Tool 2

My students really enjoyed learning this way but if I do this activity again, I think I will have a time limit at each station instead of setting an overall time limit.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

2420

Description Tool 1

group study

Rational Tool 1

the students were more comfortable working together as a group

Improve Tool 1

assign more group projects and make the grade for the project carry more weight.

Description Tool 2

power point

Rational Tool 2

our overheads have not worked properly this semester. they are to be repaired during the semester break.

Improve Tool 2

use more power point.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

1310

Description Tool 1

lecture

Rational Tool 1

the students were comfortable with the lecture style.

Improve Tool 1

incorporate more lecture with what power point will be used.

Description Tool 2

group assignments

Rational Tool 2

the students enjoy working together as a group.

Improve Tool 2

more group assignments which have more weighing power towards their grade.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

Psy 1310

Description Tool 1

Added 5 discussion cards for a grade

Rational Tool 1

Wanted students to learn how to research articles that pertained to psychology giving bullet points and a reaction to the article. They also had to cite the source.

Improve Tool 1

I will spend more in class time on sharing of the articles because I found them to be very good and the students seemed to enjoy the engagement. also will ask them 
to submit on a half page rather than a note card for readability and for having enough room

Description Tool 2

Had students to write a three page reserach paper in APA style

Rational Tool 2

It is a departmental requirement and I want students to learn why research is important in life

Improve Tool 2

I will ask students to submit their research paper in stages in order that I can help them improve on their research skills and citations.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

PSYC 1310

Description Tool 1

Internet testing of personality and intelligence.

Rational Tool 1

I wanted the students to have experience taking and understanding tests and interpretation of tests. Then, I wanted them to debate in class the validity of tests such 
as these found on-line versus those given by professionals.

Improve Tool 1

I will do this again. They enjoyed the experience, and it let to a lot of in class discussion with valuable input.

Description Tool 2

After the presentation of a psychological phenomenon, I would present a video clip for current events in the news that would relate to the class.

Rational Tool 2

For those who were visual learners, I hoped it would gain their attention and spark class discussion.

Improve Tool 2

Overall, this was successful. Students found the information interesting when they could relate to it it in real life. I would like to find some better video clips in the 
future. Better ones were found on ABC news, though there were some on you tube that were useful.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

Description Tool 1

Live Clickers: I present a topic of interest to the class. Everyone is asked to stand. Students cannot sit back down until they respond to the topic. There are not any 
right or wrong answers; I just want to get the students involved and thinking criticall

Rational Tool 1

Research says attention spans are one minute times a person's age. I think at certain age that is no longer correct (I am almost 44; there is no way I can sit and listen 
to someone for 44 minutes!). It is evident after a few minutes of sitting, listening turns in to hearing. Live Clickers keep my students engaged in the lecture because 
they want to be able to respond when the time comes. I have also read "Brain Rules". The authors suggest giving the students something "different" to do every 9 

Improve Tool 1

I think I will continue developing times to stop for Live Clickers. A teacher must be careful to choose areas the students will have success in.

Description Tool 2

Jeopardy

Rational Tool 2

Since most students do not know how to study effectively, Jeopardy provides students this effective review before the scheduled test day. At the same time, it 
allows material to be reviewed in a fun, stress-free manner. Another benefit of this game is it forces students to use critical thinking skills to decide how much to 
â€œwagerâ€� in order to win. Along these same lines, jeopardy requires students to perform some basic math skills as well. Students must keep scores calculated at 

Improve Tool 2

I do not feel a need to modify anything with this teaching tool. The students love the game. I love the response I get with the game, and we all benefit from the extra 
study guide!
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

2010

Description Tool 1

Rather than do an out of class writing assignment, the students completed three in class essays.

Rational Tool 1

A good percantage of students take history for one of the first general education classes and many have not completed developmental writing nor composition. 
Their research papers reflected their poor writing skills and adversely affected their grades. The in class essay shifts the scoring rubric more heavily to content and 
allows poor writers to earn a good grade if they know the content.

Improve Tool 1

I allowed the use of notes and chapter outlines. Knowing that, students failed to review and had to scramble during the allotted time to complete the essay. 
Generally, they failed to provide specific evidence to support their assertions. The answers tende

Description Tool 2

Clickers

Rational Tool 2

I use this technology to engage students and check for understanding of content.

Improve Tool 2

I continue to tinker with the questions. Some, a small minority, of the clicker questions now appear on the midterms and students are writing the questions into 
their notes. Results on those questions improved.
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Department

Geography

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

GEOG 1012 and 1013

Description Tool 1

Two Minute Exercise, Part 1: Students identify class material that was most useful and relevant. Part 2: Students identify material that was least clear during lecture.

Rational Tool 1

Implemented in response to Learning Inventory Survey that showed most students scoring as active learners. Part 1: Students provide useful feedback and evidence 
of student engagement with subject material presented in class. Part 2: Material identified as least clear is addressed in a focused review--a preemptive measure to 
solve problems before exams are administered.

Improve Tool 1

Since by all indications the tool has been successful, I plan to continue the practice.

Description Tool 2

Critical thinking exercises related to maps, graphs, tables, and charts. Students are required to use the key, legend or captions to interpret data and to draw logical 
conclusions.

Rational Tool 2

Rationale was based on testing data that suggests that exit exams have at times shown WSCC below the national average in the area of interpreting visual data. 
Since the Student Learning Styles Inventory shows most students are visually oriented, these exercises give them the opportunity to improve and turn that learning 
style to their advantage.

Improve Tool 2

By all indications, the tool has been successful, and I plan to continue using this teaching tool.
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

HIST 2010

Description Tool 1

The Two-Minute Paper. Students are given a handout assignment to analyze within discussion groups. The topic is related directly to lecture/study guide material.

Rational Tool 1

Allows for active student engagement with class material, as well as applying their critical thinking skills.

Improve Tool 1

Due to positive response from students, I plan to continue use of this learning method.

Description Tool 2

Critical thinking exercises, using visual information. Students are instructed to interpret data from maps, artwork, graphs, and charts. All visual information provided 
is related directly to lecture and study guide material.

Rational Tool 2

WSCC students generally claim to be visual learners, yet they have not scored well in areas of interpreting data on recent exit exams. This exercise provides the 
opportunity for students to (im)prove what they consider to be a learning style strength.

Improve Tool 2

Again, due to positive response from the students, I plan to continue use of this learning tool.
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

HIST 2010

Description Tool 1

The Two-Minute Paper. Students are given a handout assignment to analyze within discussion groups. The topic is related directly to lecture/study guide material.

Rational Tool 1

Allows for active student engagement with class material, as well as applying their critical thinking skills.

Improve Tool 1

Due to positive response from students, I plan to continue use of this learning method.

Description Tool 2

Critical thinking exercises, using visual information. Students are instructed to interpret data from maps, artwork, graphs, and charts. All visual information provided 
is related directly to lecture and study guide material.

Rational Tool 2

WSCC students generally claim to be visual learners, yet they have not scored well in areas of interpreting data on recent exit exams. This exercise provides the 
opportunity for students to (im)prove what they consider to be a learning style strength.

Improve Tool 2

Again, due to positive response from the students, I plan to continue use of this learning tool.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

PSYC 2310

Description Tool 1

Use YouTube clips to enhance lecture material

Rational Tool 1

Visual learners LOVE seeing clips of how the material can be applied in real life. I use news stories and clips from movies and TV shows to demonstrate concepts.

Improve Tool 1

I will make sure if I use the same clip from semester to semester that I check to make sure it still works. Sometimes the clip is blocked or removed, and you can't 
access it. This leads to the need to find new clips.

Description Tool 2

Use games to review for tests.

Rational Tool 2

Games make reviewing for the test fun and provide excellent opportunities for team building.

Improve Tool 2

Expand the types of games I use (such as Studymate) so students have different formats for the review.
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Department

Humanities

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

Description Tool 1

Career Essay: The students were required to write a 5 paragraph essay about a career they were interested in pursuing.

Rational Tool 1

Application of learning styles objectives

Improve Tool 1

Teach how to cite and quote articles. There was a lot of summarization of information.

Description Tool 2

Group study Challenge: The students were given review questions; then they were asked to get into groups. They then answered the questions as a group. The first 
group to finish was rewarded with 5 points toward their lowest grade. This was done with three

Rational Tool 2

Active, group learning.

Improve Tool 2

The last set needs a little revision. It has too many short answer questions and takes too long.
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Department

Humanities

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

DSPS 0800

Description Tool 1

Students were divided into groups and I handed out sheets of papers with brain teaser questions on them. Students had to figure out the answers.

Rational Tool 1

Majority of students were active and visual learners. In groups they were allowed to interact with each other. Many students in the groups drew pictures to help 
them figure out the answers.

Improve Tool 1

I do this activitiy when we are discussing criticial thinking skills. Students really enjoyed doing this activity. I would change anything about it.

Description Tool 2

Students had to look up four supreme court cases and answer questions about them.

Rational Tool 2

Majority of students were factual learners. This activity ties in the topic of discrimination with actual events.

Improve Tool 2

Next time, I think I will print out information on each case, divide the class into four groups, let each group read the information, answer the questions, and then 
present their case and answers to the class.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

0800-112, 113, and 115

Description Tool 1

True Colors Activity - students use color cards to identify personality style to match learning style activity which is completed in prior class.

Rational Tool 1

This activity allows students to see how important it is to work with others that have different personality styles..it identified what the class population consisted of 
with this activity.

Improve Tool 1

Give students more time to go online to the website that matches this activity and do more assignments related to this topic.

Description Tool 2

Listenting and following directions...class is divided into two teams and each have a pre-drawn putt-putt course..one person is blindfolded and the other players take 
turns giving directions to have the student to draw a line into the "hole" on the putt p

Rational Tool 2

That we interpret and give directions differently..to make things clear, correct, consice, and no short cuts...

Improve Tool 2

would have timed the teams...give each team 10 minutes to see who can do it the quickest.
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

dsps 0800

Description Tool 1

Jeopardy Review, class would move around the room playing jeopardy when we were reviewing for tests. The students told me they learnt alot better when using 
Jeopardy.

Rational Tool 1

Had a instructor suggest it to me that the students love it.

Improve Tool 1

I will still use jeopardy in my future classes.

Description Tool 2

group activity-tangled web, I had a roll of yarn and took the students outside where they got to toss the yarn to each other holding a part of the yarn and say as 
many good things about themselves when were learning about self-perception. The kids absolut

Rational Tool 2

we used this as a group activity in grad school

Improve Tool 2

I will use this in my future classes.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

PSYC 1310

Description Tool 1

One Minute Papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

Rational Tool 1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect 
logical points of the lecture that support the course objectives.

Improve Tool 1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

Description Tool 2

Role-playing activities were developed to ask students to adopt alternative perspectives. Each role play emphasized the real world and required students to become 
deeply involved in a topic. Students articulated role play in discussion boards.

Rational Tool 2

With most of my students self-reporting to be reflective learners (as opposed to active), the role play promotes reflection by adopting a new perspective.

Improve Tool 2

The role playing technique proved to be beneficial in promoting reflection. Many students commented that "they had never thought of it that way before."
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

PSYC 2420

Description Tool 1

One Minute Papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

Rational Tool 1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect 
logical points of the lecture that support the course objectives.

Improve Tool 1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

Description Tool 2

Role-playing activities were developed to ask students to adopt alternative perspectives. Each role play emphasized the real world and required students to become 
deeply involved in a topic. Students articulated role play in discussion boards.

Rational Tool 2

With most of my students self-reporting to be reflective learners (as opposed to active), the role play promotes reflection by adopting a new perspective.

Improve Tool 2

The role playing technique proved to be beneficial in promoting reflection. Many students commented that "they had never thought of it that way before."
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Department

Developmental Study Skills

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

DSPS-0800-012

Description Tool 1

Cooperative Groups

Rational Tool 1

cooperative groups result in higher level reasoning, more frequent generation of new ideas and solutions, and greater transfer of what is learned from one situation 
to another

Improve Tool 1

I will continue to use cooperative groups in the classroom. I will vary the sizes and the participants of my groups.

Description Tool 2

Active Learning.

Rational Tool 2

Students learn and retain material by doing.

Improve Tool 2

I will continue to use active learning in my classroom as much as possible.
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Department

Psychology

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

PSYC 2310

Description Tool 1

One Minute Papers At the end of several classes, I asked students to describe the thing that they were least clear about regarding our lecture.

Rational Tool 1

With most of my students self-reporting to be sequential learners (as opposed to holistic), the findings from the one minute papers allow me to better connect 
logical points of the lecture that support the course objectives.

Improve Tool 1

I very much enjoyed the formative assessment provided by the one minute papers and I will use it again in the future.

Description Tool 2

Role-playing activities were developed to ask students to adopt alternative perspectives. Each role play emphasized the real world and required students to become 
deeply involved in a topic. Students articulated role play in discussion boards.

Rational Tool 2

With most of my students self-reporting to be reflective learners (as opposed to active), the role play promotes reflection by adopting a new perspective.

Improve Tool 2

The role playing technique proved to be beneficial in promoting reflection. Many students commented that "they had never thought of it that way before."
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

History 2020-121

Description Tool 1

Five Minute Paper

Rational Tool 1

To provide an activity for reflective and active learners. Also, allows assessment of students'understanding of text and lecture materials

Improve Tool 1

This work quite well. I will continue to use the tool in the same way. In fact, I will do it more than once during the course. The first time with an advance warning and 
the second time without advance warning.

Description Tool 2

Interactive maps

Rational Tool 2

To provide an activity that is suited to visual, sequential and active learners. Also, provide group activity that the entire class could share.

Improve Tool 2

This was a large class. As a result, some of the students were not actively engaged. As in many large group activities some students allow others to do the work. Next 
time, every student must be engaged, so I plan to have a writing activity afterwards to reflect on what the students gained from the activity.
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Department

History

Semester

Fall 2010

CourseNumber

History 2010-171

Description Tool 1

comparsion charts- compare and contrast - Jackson and Johnson, Whigs and Democrats, North and South

Rational Tool 1

effective for visual, sequential, active, and reflective learners. It gives a way to see and discuss the topic. Also, an opportunity for group activity.

Improve Tool 1

It worked very well. This was a small class so we did it all together, but in a larger class I would break into a think, pair, share activity. I would have them do their own 
chart, share with a partner, then share with the entire class to make the chart o

Description Tool 2

Fill-in-the- blank activity. I had the students break into four groups. Each one had a list of question from one chapter. In the group they were to find the answer and 
share with the others.

Rational Tool 2

group work, reflective, sequential Review the materials for the exam.

Improve Tool 2

it did not work as well as I had hoped. I needed to increase the level of difficulty. It seemed that one or two of the group members knew the answers and the others 
did not work to help their group. I would make sure everyone contributes and that everyone understands their role in the activity. Maybe I should assign questions 
to each person.
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